CHAPTER III
DISCUSSION

3.1 Summary of the Story

Hazel Grace has thyroid cancer. One day she attends a support Group of cancer patients. When Hazel arrives at support group, she meets a new boy, Augustus Waters, he lost his leg to osteosarcoma, or bone cancer. Augustus explains that he is recovering from “a little touch of osteosarcoma”.

After the meeting, Augustus and Hazel flirt for a while. Look sweet and funny. Augustus asks her to come over to his house to watch the movie with him. Hazel agrees and after arrived at Augustus’ house, he introduces her to his parents. Their house is loaded with sayings embroidered on different objects.

Before leaving, Hazel tells him about a book she is obsessed with called An Imperial Affliction. She tells that the novel is about a young girl with cancer. She tells Augustus about her desire to contact the novels author, Peter Van Houten, to find out what happens after the book ends. Augustus becomes obsessed with Hazel's favorite novel, An Imperial Affliction by Peter Van Houten. He doesn't like that the novel ends without giving readers a resolution.

A year later, Augustus tells Hazel that he has managed to track down Van Houten's assistant, Lidewij. Hazel and Augustus ask the author all sorts of questions, but Lidewij writes back that Van Houten will only answer the questions in person.
Augustus uses his make a wish foundation to fly to Amsterdam with Hazel. There, they discover that Van Houten is a drunk who does not want to talk to them. They return, disappointed, and Augustus falls ill. When he dies, Hazel discovers that he was writing a sequel to *An Imperial Affliction*.

Augustus, Hazel, and Hazel’s mother, Mrs. Lancaster, fly to Amsterdam. After checking into their hotel, Hazel learns that Lidewij has made a reservation for Augustus and her at a fancy restaurant called Oranjee. During dinner, they talk about life and death and Augustus shares that he fears he will die without having done anything extraordinary. Hazel is offended by the idea that only extraordinary lives are meaningful.

Upon returning to the United States, Augustus’ condition continues to worsen. In the final days before his passing, Augustus arranges a pre-funeral in the church basement where they meet Isaac and Hazel attend, and both deliver eulogies for Augustus. Eight days after the pre-funeral, Augustus dies.

Eventually, Hazel finds out that Augustus had torn the written pages out of his notebook and mailed them to Van Houten so he could use them to compose a eulogy about Hazel. Van Houten sends the pages back to Hazel. The novel concludes with Augustus’ words. Hazel reads the letter, which states that getting hurt is inevitable, but we have a choice in who we allow to hurt us. His letter concludes by stating that he was happy with his choice, and he hopes Hazel likes her choice too. In the final line of the story, Hazel says she does.
3.2 Analysis of the Story

The movie is about the fight for life and love. In this movie analysis, the paper discusses about types of love from the main characters and aspect of love. The writer found two aspects of love, there are intimacy and passion and the writer also found two types of love, there are Eros and Agape. And for the final analysis, the writer found a moral message from *The Fault in Our Stars* movie.

3.2.1 Aspect of Love

After analyzing the data, the writer found two of three aspect of love mentioned by Berhni and Kassim theory. There are Intimacy and Passion.

1. Intimacy

Intimacy is the emotional component which involves feeling the closeness. It includes feeling loved, shared disclosure, empathy, support and sharing.

After the meeting on the support group of cancer patient, Hazel shared about her favorite book, *An Imperial Affliction* to Augustus. Hazel called on Augustus’s phone, Hazel talked a lot about her favorite book, until she finally realized it was already midnight.

Hazel : “Is it really 1 AM?”
Augustus : “Yes, I guess it is”
Hazel : “I should probably go to sleep.”
Augustus : “Okay.”
Hazel : “Okay.”
Augustus : “Okay.”
Hazel : “Okay”
Augustus : “Perhaps “Okay” will be our “Always” ?”
Hazel : “Okay”
(They smiled)

(On the phone, 00:27:56-00:28:15)
Based on the dialogue above, there are after the interaction between Hazel and Augustus, there was an intimacy between them. That can be seen when Augustus said “Perhaps “Okay” will be our “Always”?”. Hazel understand what Augustus mean. That is “Always” with different word.

Augustus invites Hazel to join him for a picnic. Hazel begins to realize the picnic is strangely Dutch-themed, including the presence of the statue, which was created by a Dutch artist. During the picnic, Augustus reveals that he wants to use his “wish”, a gift from the “Genie Foundation” (comparable to the Make a Wish Foundation), to take Hazel to Amsterdam.

Augustus : “Hazel Grace, I know you have used your hopes on Disneyland.”
Hazel : “Hey, we have been through this. I was 13 year old.”
Augustus : “I know, the one true wish was to visit Mr.Peter Van Houten in Amsterdam.”
Hazel : “But I did not save it.”
Augustus : “It is a good thing I saved mine, because I am also have an interest in meeting Mr. Peter Van Houten, but I do not really think it would make much sense to meet him without the girl who introduced me that book.”
Hazel : “So?”
Augustus : “So, I talk to the Genies, and they are all for it, will you go with me to Amsterdam?, we leave in a month”
Hazel : “No, impossible.”
Augustus : “This is real, Hazel Grace.”
Hazel : “Oh my God. Oh my God. Thank you Augustus.”

(at the park, 00:35:00-00:36:36)

The writer concluded the dialogue above Intimacy can be seen when Augustus did something big for Hazel. That is giving hope that should be used for him, but instead given to Hazel. The action occurred because Augustus cared of...
Hazel's feelings, and because they have a common background Augustus easy to understand hazel feelings.

Hazel told his mother, if she was invited by Augustus to Amsterdam.
Hazel did not believe because Augustus uses him wish to Genies to go to Amsterdam with her. Hazel’s mother was happy with what Hazel told, and her mother also gave a compliment to Augustus.

Hazel : “Mom, Augustus used his wish to Genies to go to Amsterdam. And he asked me to come with him.”
Hazel’s Mother : “That is incredible. Hazel. That is so beautiful.”
Hazel : “I know.”
Hazel’s Mother : “And little insane”
Hazel : “Oh. It is super insane. It is Crazy!”
Hazel’s Mother : “He just met you, and he is giving you his wish.”
Hazel : “Well, we are sharing the wish. We Sharing it!”
Hazel’s Mother : “That sweet. I like him so much.”

(Hazel’s house, 00:36:38-00:37:20)

From the dialogue above, the writer concluded intimacy occurs from the relationship of mother and daughter. Hazel’s mother expresses affection and give positive responds about what Hazel shared. It appears that her mother supported their relationship.

Upon returning to the United States, Augustus condition continues to worsen. At the midnight Hazel was surprised because has incoming call from Augustus, Augustus told her if in the gas station and he was in an emergency, Augustus asked Hazel to come and Help. Hazel went to the gas station by car, when she got there, she was surprised to see Augustus crying because of an 
infection in the Augustus’s stomach. Hazel Immediately called Ambulance to take him to the hospital.

Hazel : “Hi Augustus, Why are you calling? What Happen?”
Augustus : “Hazel Grace, I am at the gas station, something wrong, I am in an emergency. Can you come? Can you come and help me?”
Hazel : “I will be there. Please wait.”

(On the Phone, 1:03:11-1:03:45)

From the dialogue above show emotional closeness, that is love to Augustus, encourages Hazel to always do anything for the person she loves. Can be seen that intimacy appears when Hazel want to come and help him in the middle of night.

2. Passion

Passion is the motivation components which reflect romantic, sexual attraction, feeling euphoria, infatuation and psychological arousal generally.

Hazel and Augustus go to Anne Frank’s house with Lidewij, she is Peter Van Houten assistant. That place was like a museum, a story about Anne Frank's life. Anne Frank is a character in Hazel's favorite novel, titled An Imperial Affliction. There is a narrator with a loudspeaker, and when the narrator said “try to recapture the happiness within yourself, think of all the beauty in everything around you, and be happy”. Hazel felt the words describe what she felt at the time, she felt their relationship more intimate, so Hazel kissed Augustus.
Based on the picture above, passion occurred when Hazel expresses her love to Augustus with kiss. The trip to Amsterdam made them more intimated, Hazel felt the closeness between them was getting closer, more than just a friend.

They go back to the hotel room and they are having sex, also Hazel told Augustus, that she loved Augustus very much.
Hazel : “I love you so much, Augustus Waters.”
Augustus : “I love you too, Hazel Grace. I love you so much” 
(At Hotel, 1:20:59-1:21:02)

The writer concludes Passion may occur if between two people had emotional closeness, that is intimacy, then there will be physical closeness. It can be seen that dialogue and scene above the trip in Amsterdam is made their have a beautiful and romantic times, it made their relationship between getting closer and their feelings stronger.

3.2.2 Types of Love

In this part the writer analyzes about the types of love in the main character. The writer used the types of love according to Lee (1973:1). The writer found two of six types, there are eros and hype.

1. Eros

The first types of love that writer found from analyzing this movie is Eros. Eros is romantic and passionate love. In this type of relationship, love is the most important things.

The first meeting of Hazel and Augustus is in the support group for cancer. During the discussion, Augustus always looked at Hazel with a smile. After the meeting, Augustus and Hazel flirt for a while. Augustus ask Hazel name and after that without say anything Augustus always looked Hazel with a smile and says romantic words to Hazel, making Hazel confused and feel embarrassed it is “Because you are beautiful”. “I enjoy looking at beautiful people”.
Augustus : “What is your name?.”
Hazel : “Hazel.”
Augustus : “No, what is your full name?”. 
Hazel : “Hazel grace Lancaster.”
(looked each other with smiling)
Hazel : “What.”
Augustus : “I did not say anything.”
Hazel : “Why are you looking at me like that.”
Augustus : “Because you are beautiful.”
Hazel : “Oh my God.”
Augustus : “I enjoy looking at beautiful people.”

(at the parking area, 00:10:29-00:10:50)

The dialogue sets about the first meeting between Hazel and Augustus.
From the dialogue above the writer finds that Hazel and Augustus falling in love at the first sight because Augustus think Hazel is a beautiful, and Hazel love to see smiles of Augustus so warmly. The first meeting, when they are introduces each other Augustus says a romantic word to Hazel.

On the day before their departure to Amsterdam, Hazel was angry with Augustus, she kept her distance to Augustus, stay a way from Augustus. But Augustus kept trying every day to contact Hazel, until they finally meet. Augustus explained, any effort made to get away from him, she gonna fail.

Augustus : “Hazel Grace Lancaster, I hope you realize, that you trying to keep your distance from me in no many lessens my affection for you. All your effort to keep me from you are gonna fail.”
Hazel : “Look, I like you, and I like out with you and everything. but I cannot let this go on any further.”
Augustus : “Why not?”
Hazel : “Because I do not want to hurt you.”
Augustus “I would not mind. It had be a privilege to have my heartbroken by you, Hazel, I am sorry.”

(At the Garden, 00:45:50-00:46:27)
From the dialogue above, the writer concluded the love in this scene is really strong, because when Hazel away from Augustus, Augustus kept trying every day to contact Hazel. Hazel also explains to him, if she is afraid of hurt him.

When they arrived in Amsterdam, Peter Van Houten has left a message for Hazel and Augustus offering to buy them dinner at a fancy restaurant. They go to a restaurant called Oranjee. During dinner, they talk about life and death and Augustus shares that he fears he will die without having done anything extraordinary. Hazel is offended by the idea that only extraordinary lives are meaningful. Amid the talk Augustus said if he fall in love with her.

Augustus: “I mean, not like a heaven where you ride in a unicorn all day, and live in a mansion made of clouds. But yes, I definitely believe in something. I mean, otherwise what is the point?”

Hazel: “Maybe there is no point.”

Augustus: “No. I am does not agree about it. **Because the point is I am in love with you.**”

(The Restaurant, 1:02:53-1:03:11)

The writer defines that dialogue above show the types of love, Eros. It can be seen because they have the same background, which has cancer disease. They share their thoughts and feelings. Amid the talk Augustus said if he fall in love with her.

2. **Agape**

The writer finds another type of love appears on the main character, there is Agape. Agape is a gentle, caring, giving type of love, brotherly love, not concerned with the relation.
In the sunny morning, when Hazel checks her email, she is surprised to get an email from Van Houten's assistant, telling her that she is going to Amsterdam, where Hazel cannot go there because of worsening health reasons. Then Hazel asked her mother about it.

Hazel: “Did you email the Genies to tell them that the trip was off? Because Van Houten’s assistant just emailed me, and she said that she thinks we are still coming.”

Hazel’s Mother: “Yes.”
Hazel: “Mom?”
Hazel’s Mother: “I was supposed to tell you with you dad.”
Hazel: “Mom?.”
Hazel’s Mother: “We are going to Amsterdam.”
Hazel: “You are serious, we are going to Amsterdam?”
Hazel’s Mother: “Yes, we are going to Amsterdam. We figured the whole things out. Doctor Maria, everybody knows. But only three days, not six.”

Hazel: “Oh my God, I love you mom, I love you so much”.

(At Hazel’s home, 00:49:39-00:50:33)

From the dialogue above, the writer concludes the love between Hazel and her mother is very strong. Hazel happy to know she can go to Amsterdam, and said “I love you” to her mother.

Augustus's cancer has returned. This is very bad. When they return, it is clear that Augustus's health is deteriorating and he might not have much time left. In a heartbreaking scene, Hazel and Isaac even share the eulogies that they wrote for him. Augustus made pre-funeral for himself.

Augustus: “Come on, Dude. Just do it.”
Isaac: “Augustus Waters was a son of bitch. But we forgave him. Not because of his superhuman good looks. Not just because he is 19 years old, when he should have gotten way more. Well when the scientist from the future come to my house with robot eyes, and they tell me to try on, i am gonna tell those scientist to piss off. Because.. Because Gus. I do not even want to see a world without Augustus. This is just so hard.”
The writer assumed that dialogue above is Agape types can be seen when Isaac feel the pain of losing a close friend. That dialogue shows that Isaac do not want see a world without Augustus.

3.3 Moral Message

After doing the analysis and making several conclusions, this movie has moral message. This movie give a message to us for always be grateful and positive thinking. Love and appreciate someone who loves us, and also loves someone sincerely in any circumstance.